Vision

The Kansas Supreme Court's vision for Kansas eCourt and the statewide implementation of centralized case management is:

- More efficient, effective court operations, and increased access to justice for the people of Kansas.
- Enabling web-based court documents, calendars, case records, exhibits, and other digital content.
- Standardized statewide case processing that enables workshare and provides a consistent user experience.

Guiding Principles

1. Understand and learn how to use Odyssey applications before they are implemented.
2. Customize Odyssey applications only when necessitated by law or Supreme Court rule.
3. Prioritize, establish, and follow uniform business processes in all court divisions and locations.
4. Include broad representation from appellate and district courts on the implementation team.
5. Invite and consider input from justice partners during team discussions.
6. Make timely decisions informed by multiple viewpoints to achieve statewide solutions.
7. Support substantial time commitment required of team members to fully and effectively participate in implementation.
8. Carefully consider Tyler's input on statewide Odyssey implementation.
9. Effectively manage organizational change by clearly identifying project goals, providing frequent project updates, explaining new or updated processes, and providing training.
10. Follow communication channels by directing comments, questions, or requests for Tyler to OJA project managers.
11. Act individually and collectively as project champions to support programming requirements that improve effective and efficient judicial branch operation.
12. Draw from individual experiences and knowledge when evaluating issues and seek the best outcome for the state as a whole.
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